As a new energy-saving conductor, ACCC conductor, which has the advantages of low weight, high conductivity, can double the ampacity of conventional conductors. However due to the differences between ACCC conductor and conventional conductors, present current-temperature model cannot be directly applied into the ampacity calculating of ACCC conductor. Consequently, the transmission capacity of ACCC conductor is limited. To address this problem, a current-temperature model for ACCC conductor based on thermal equilibrium principle and thermoelectricity analogy theory is proposed in this paper. Then, a GA identification method is employed to identify the model parameters. In order to validate the proposed model, an experiment platform is set up and the experiment results are presented and discussed.
Introduction
Saving the energy of transmission lines is restricted by the ampacity of overhead conductors. Kinds of conductors have been put forward to increase the capacity of transporting electricity. Among these conductors, ACCC(Aluminum Conductor Composite Core) conductor is becoming a mature option to uprate line capacity for its advantages of low weight, low sag, high conductivity and high ampacity [1] [2] . But owing to the fact that the ampacity of ACCC conductor is determined by static thermal rating so far has resulted in the limit on conductor's advantage in power transmission, it is essential to establish the current-temperature model for ACCC conductor to enhance its superiority of ampacity and energy-saving. Current-temperature model refers to the mathematical relationship between temperature and ampacity, which is the foundation of line safety monitoring and dynamic capacity-increasing [3] [4] . Common current-temperature models can be mainly divided into standard model and thermal circuit model. The standard model includes IEC model and IEEE model [5] [6] , by which the ampacity of conductors may be estimated on condition of different weather as well as carrying current. While the thermal circuit model introduces thermoelectricity analogy theory into IEEE model to simplify the complicated heat transfer computation of conductors [7] [8] [9] . By this way, conductors' thermal dynamic process can be deduced through less parameters, elevating model's effectivity when applied into dynamic capacity-increase.
However, the current-temperature model aforementioned cannot be applied into ampacity evaluation of ACCC conductor for the unknown parameters caused by differences between ACCC conductor and conventional conductors on material, construction and running temperature. Meanwhile since there are few researches made on those parameters, the establishment of currenttemperature model for ACCC conductor has been delayed. In order to explore the potentiality of ACCC conductor ampacity, the current-temperature model of ACCC conductor based on thermal equilibrium theory and thermoelectricity analogy theory is established in this paper. And then GA identification method is proposed to compute the unknown parameters of model.
Current-Temperature Model for ACCC Conductor
According to the thermal equilibrium theory, the heat transfer between conductors and environment when operating can be described as
Where, t is time, c T is the conductor temperature, C is the heat capacity of conductor, I is loading current, () c RT is the AC resistance of conductor at temperature c T , s q is solar heat gain rate, c q is convection heat loss rate, r q is radiated heat loss rate.
Combined with thermoelectricity analogy theory, the thermal circuit model of ACCC conductor can be written as, with its circuit model shown in Figure 1 :
Where, e R refers to thermal resistance. The parameters can be obtained by: 
GA Identification Method for the Thermal Circuit Model
As for ACCC conductor, the heat capacity C cannot be obtained by theoretical method for the uncertain heat capacity of composite core. Also the AC resistance increasing introduced by eddy current and hysteresis can be neglected considering the insulation characteristic of core material. Therefore, the value rage of 
Where, a is scale factor related to conductor diameter and air density, b is exponential factor. a and b need to be calculated by identification method. To solve the aforementioned parameters, the thermal circuit model is discretized on time after introducing Eq.(3)- (6) 1 ( 1) ( (0) 
Where, t  is time step, x represents the parameters vector to be identified
In this case, the objective function is proposed
. 0
Where ( +1) c Tk refers to the measured temperature at time +1 k .
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With the consideration of fine global search capability and fast convergence speed, GA is utilized to estimate the parameters for thermal circuit model. The GA is a powerful numerical optimization technique, which is rooted in the mechanism of natural evolution and genetics on the basis of natural selections. With the specific coding format in GA, the variables to be identified are composed of a set of genes which called as individual. A certain amount of individuals consist of a population which represents a solution set of optimization problem. The GA manipulates individual and generates successive populations using three basic operators: reproduction, crossover and mutation. The stronger individual has a great probability to mate with other stronger individual for producing stronger individual in successive population. Finally, the best survives are chosen as an optimization solution. Figure 2 shows the temperature-rise experiment platform designed to solve the unknown parameters and verify its accuracy. The experiment platform is made up of steel frame, conductor ACCC-240/35, current generator, temperature probe, voltage probe, Holzer current transformer, data collection apparatus and PC. And glass fiber rope is used to hang ACCC conductor for its thermo stability and low thermal conductivity. By positioning the experiment platform in the closed laboratory, the condition can be seen as natural convection.
Experimental Verification and Result Analysis

Experimental platform
Result and analysis
To acquire comprehensive temperature rise process, the current value of 400A to 1000A are chosen as the carrying current.
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Introducing the temperature rise data into objective function, the value of unknown parameters, given by Table 1 , can be obtained by GA. In order to verify the effectiveness of GA as an identification method, all the identified results are introduced into thermal circuit model to simulate thermal dynamic process under different carrying current, seen in Figure 3 , the relative error is no more than 2.8%. 
Conclusion
The current-temperature model for ACCC conductor based on GA identification method is proposed in this paper. And the experiment results have shown that
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the GA identification method can solve the electrical and thermal parameters effectively. Meanwhile, in condition of natural convection, the model is high in precision, by which the temperature rise process can be simulated accurately to maximum the advantage on ampacity and energy-saving for ACCC conductor. Therefore, This will provide theoretical basis for further research on complicated meteorological conditions.
